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This book primary refers to the United States government. The laws are different in 

every country concerning government content. So what I’m sharing with regard to the 

US federal government may not be true for other countries. However, anyone from any 

country can utilize these information if they keep the public domain work in the US by 

using US based hosting companies and US based payment processors.

If you live in another country apart from the United States, what I’m teaching is still 

going to be relevant to you just like all the other public domain content that we’ve 

talked about because you can develop products using US government content and just 

keep those products technically here in the United States. And the way you do that is 

by using US based hosting companies, US based payment processors. So technically, 

the content never leaves the United States, unless somebody from overseas buys it. 

This is all above the board and legal. But the government content that we’re primarily 

focusing on is US federal government under US copyright laws.

I am not a copyright attorney nor do I play one on Facebook or television. I do have 

a copyright attorney on a retainer that I work with. And every once in a while I’ll send 

him some questions and he so kindly answers them. But what I’m sharing is the 

knowledge that I’ve obtained over working with public domain content. I’ve spent a lot 

of time learning and understanding the law. And so what I’m sharing is based on that 

wisdom and experience, okay?

Please secure legal counsel if you are uncertain of any work.

Disclaimer:
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The biggest reason I love using government-created content is the simple fact that 

you and I paid for it. You have probably heard me say this many times before. If you are 

unfamiliar with the opportunities available to us on government websites, then what 

I’m about to tell you is going to be a huge wake up call. 

Normally whenever we think about paying our taxes, we consider that money gone 

forever. For those working paycheck jobs, taxes are automatically taken out of your pay 

checks. You may even get a little bit of that back if you overpaid. Or not! For 

entrepreneurs, there are quarterly taxes to be paid. All we know is that, once that 

money is gone, we never see it again. That’s the way it IS, or so we thought.

Of course, our tax dollars are used for creating programs designed to help the 

American public. Some of the programs are focused on topics that affect many people 

including, health, education, business, finances, consumer protection, grants and 

more.

Buying your first home? There are programs and information available for that. 

Concerned about phone scams and information fraud? There are programs and 

information available for that. Looking to hire a contractor to work on home 

improvements? There are programs and information available for that. Need help with 

starting your first business? There are programs and information available for that. 

You get the idea!

Here is the AWESOME news: According to federal law, those courses and 

information developed by government employees are in the public domain because 

they were paid for by our tax dollars. In other words, we have a free and legal right to 

use that content however we wish to create our own information products! 

Why Government 
Content?
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When we think about content from the Public Domain, we often equate that 

content as being “old” or “historical.” And while that is ALSO true for some of the 

government’s content in the Public Domain, that isn’t always the case!

The U.S Federal government is the largest producer of information on the planet 

and has created nearly 245 years-worth of content! Let that sink in for a minute. And 

this isn’t just the old stuff; it includes ALL the recent and current content as well. That’s 

great news for those of you who need current, relevant content for your products, blog 

posts, books, etc. This is information that addresses relevant topics and that provides 

solutions today.

Understand that this information is NOT just written words, it ALSO includes 

photographs, illustrations, videos, audio, courses, presentations, books and more!

Also keep in mind that this content has been (and is being) created by top 

specialists and professionals…some of the brightest minds to serve our country. The 

government doesn’t hire dummies (in most cases). When developing programs and 

information for the American public, our tax dollars are finding the research and 

insights for the most relevant and current information available. In other words, we 

are gaining access to information that is proven.
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Let’s take a deeper look into the types of government content, more from a 

copyright perspective.

As stated earlier, content that’s produced by federal employees in the course of 

their regular duties is considered in the public domain. The reason for this is simple:  

their paychecks are paid by our tax dollars. That means the content they produce 

during the course of doing their job is owned by “we the people”…the Public!

To give you an idea as to the scope of what this includes…those beautiful photos 

taken by the Hubble Telescope? Yeah, in the Public Domain! Videos taken by the 

National Park Services? In the Public Domain. That new course on developing your 

own marketing plan for Small Businesses? In the Public Domain. In fact, the 

information and content created everyday by the 2 million employees of the U.S. 

Federal Government? Mostly all of it is in the Public Domain!

That said, there are some exceptions…

First, not ALL content developed by the federal government is in the Public Domain! 

Exceptions include joint-venture projects between the government and non-

government individuals or companies. Also excluded are copyright-protected content 

licensed by the government (like stock photos for a website). Content generated by

state and local government employees is also NOT in the Public Domain in most cases! 

I have found that the U.S Government is very good about establishing whether or not 

available information and content is or is not in the Public Domain. If content is protected 

by copyright, it will SAY SO! Always do your own due diligence for checking copyright status!

For some revealing insights into the U.S. Government’s 5,700+ websites, check our their

analytics portal here” https://analytics.usa.gov/

Types of Government 
Content…
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There are literally tens of thousands of websites that the government has. And so 

I’m obviously not going to list all of those. I’m just going to point out a few of the best 

government sites for your reference. Please Note: The websites I am referring to are 

Federal Government websites, NOT state or local government sites!

USA.gov
USA.gov is a central hub site for the federal government and is updated on a very

regular basis. One cool feature: their search engine now focuses more on trends than 

on literal keywords. You still type in your keywords but the topics and results that 

they’re showing

Where to Find 
Government Content…

you are based more 

on trends, the most 

popular trends, 

which is kind of cool. 

They also have some 

very targeted, 

focused information 

based on what 

you’re looking for: 

Education, Health, 

Small Business, 

Money, Travel, etc.
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Archives.gov
The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) is the nation's record 

keeper. Of all documents and materials created in the course of business conducted by 

the United States Federal government, only 1%-3% are so important for legal or 

historical reasons that they are kept by NARA. 

You will want to click on the ‘Research our Records’ section to explore the many 

different search options available for research!
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LOC.gov
The Library of Congress is the largest library in the world, with millions of books, 

recordings, photographs, newspapers, maps and manuscripts in its collections. The 

Library is the main research arm of the U.S. Congress and the home of the U.S. 

Copyright Office.

The Library preserves and provides access to a rich, diverse and enduring source of 

knowledge to inform, inspire and engage you in your intellectual and creative 

endeavors. This should be one of your top go-to sites for media of ALL types!
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